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LEAD AUDIO ENGINEER Seattle Melody Kick Sea�le, WA

05/2017 -  Current

ASSISTANT ENGINEER Bear Creek Recording Studio Woodinville, WA

06/2015 -  01 /2016

SOUND DESIGNER & COMPOSER Freelance 

2014 -  Current

SOUND DESIGNER Wanderword

09/2018 -  07/2019

Shipped Episodes 1, 2 & 3 of 63rd & Wallace, an interactive audio book for Alexa. Used Pro Tools for all creation
and editing of sound e�ects and music files. Implemented files within Unity/Uscript and mixed overall levels. 

Bothell, WA

Reported and tracked bugs through Google sheets and Azure Devops. Used Google sheets to keep track of all
assets. Responsible for ensuring all assets were up to date daily. Created seamless loops of ambient tracks 
from non-looped files. Playtested audio within game for proper functionality. Worked directly with composer 

My skills working as a sound designer and game dev in an Alexa Skills game
will allow me to support the audio team and ensure detailed and thorough work. 
My previous experience in the video game industry and technical skills in Unity   

Statement

and producer to figure out timing and style for all music content. Used Uscript, a visual scripting tool in Unity,

alongside proprietary language to implement sound e�ects and music within the game. Iterated on feedback 
from producer and designers to improve game quality.    

Music and sound design for Rescue Pets, a mobile idle game currently in progress. Using Pro Tools for editing 
and creation and Wwise for implementation for music and sfx. Custom Google sheets for asset tracking, feed- 
back, iteration number, and deadlines. Regular communication with client for progress check and satisfaction. 
Other works include game jams, album recordings, and podcast editing. 

Recorded, mixed, and mastered over 30 songs for SMK using Pro Tools. Led audio meetings for syncing audio  
and video files for quality. Worked directly with producer and videographer to capture company vision.  
Completed all works before deadlines to allow smooth transfer of files and prevent any blocks to progress.  

Led full Pro Tools HD upgrade for the studio. Integrated all analog gear with the new system through three PT 
interfaces, over 20 analog processors, two consoles, and patchbays. Configured all I/O in PT and tested for proper 
function and updated all plugins. Ran the studio calendar for bookings, organized the set up and break down for   
all sessions including: mic placement, cable management, individual mixer playback, and player positioning. 
Transcribed songs by ear to make chord sheets for Producer. Played piano on multiple sessions under contract.

and proprietary so�ware will allow me to contribute quickly.   


